product guide

Government

tech that keeps you cool, calm,
connected and collaborative.
keeping you more in touch, not less.
Whether you’re working internally or with the public, QOMO has
an interactive solution to make your communications more accessible
and effective.

devices that are easy to use and
work with what you already have.
QOMO gives you high quality presentation
tools that have been adapted to work with any
skill level and any software.
We offer technology that works for everyone,
not just a few.

for leaders

for teams

for it depts

Get virtually everyone on

Tech that helps you do more, faster.

Collaboration takes place in

the same, virtual page.

Meetings are more meaningful

the security of your local network.

Presentations and briefings are

and productive.

Easy to integrate, and under

easier to see, hear, and understand.

your control.

sketch ideas faster.

forge connections.

interactive podium

qconnect

Control what your audience sees behind you

Our QConnect wireless sharing device allows

without turning your back. Write and draw with as

up to 64 people to interact with a presentation

much precision and detail as a pen and paper.

at once.

read the room.

transform any surface.

audience response

laser projector

Make sure every voice is heard. Get instant

Our 3,700 lumens interactive touch projector

and honest feedback, ensuring your team is

allows you to transform any smooth surface into

on the same page.

an advanced presentation tool.

Journey 13 Series
a panel that promotes agreement.
interactive panel
The Journey 13 Series is the ultimate all-in-one interactive
display board, preloaded with software and apps that
will help you hit the ground running.
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